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Base Unit: LO - XHG44 + BT44 with Smoked Glass

Front cover photo:
Wall Hung: TK - CUTG & TG33 with Lighting
Base Units: TK - CH33 x 3 + BT66 & BT33

BTG44 with Black Glass (Special Order)

Welcome
To our Second Edition brochure, and if this is
your first experience of Tapley 33, welcome
to a very unique way of furnishing
The great strength of Tapley 33 is the ability
to create furniture to suit almost any room by
simply combining different units. Each unit
can be used as standalone furniture or in
combination with others.

The endless

combinations and permutations mean that
Tapley 33’s versatility gives you the freedom
to

meet

requirements.

your

specific

Base Unit: TK - WCD33

individual

What’s more, each elegant

piece complements the next, so the style will
match however much you buy, whenever
you come back for more, year after year.
Quality is the key to our success and
continual popularity. Over the years Tapley
33 has built a reputation second to none
with its attention to detail, careful selection of
veneers/timbers and quality accessories.
Every process and detail has been reviewed
to ensure that money spent adds value and
meets our stringent standards.
Naturally, with a new look website and
brochure comes exciting new products and
now we have over 150 different pieces to
choose from in 7 different real wood finishes.

Base Units: LO - CH33 x 2 + BT66 in Black

Choose from Light Oak, Teak, Burgundy
Oak, Cherry, Black, White and new this year
Warm Oak.
And there’s more, an exciting new era for
Tapley 33 with the addition of glass top
panels, doors and drawers. Contemporary,
stylish and practical the use of glass within
our

existing

range

expands

all

the

possibilities.
Whether this is your first contact with Tapley
33, or whether you started collecting many
years ago, we do hope that you will enjoy the
new edition brochure and Tapley 33 will soon
find a place, or larger place, in your home.

Base Units: CH Veneer Detail

Wall Hung: TK - UC33, TG33 with Lighting, UC33
Base Units: TK - WCD33, WCH33, WSD33

Teak
With a magnificent grain this
hardwood has a natural rich
copper colour and shine, prized
throughout history for its rarity,
strength and extreme durability.
Make a statement in your dining
room with this beautiful furniture.
Base Units: TK - WCH33, WDD22 x 2 + BT44, WCH33
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Teak

Wall Hung: TK - SR44 X 2.
Base Units: TK - HM22, WTD33, HM11, CH33 x 2 + BT66, HM11, WTD33, RCT

Timeless Tapley
As modern as you like or classically
ageless. Yesterday? Today? Tomorrow?
The wood for all time.
Warm, golden, stunning furniture shown
here in the living area.
Teak was the first finish when Tapley 33
was launched more than 35 years ago
and is still going from strength to strength.
Ideal for the traditional home or
contemporary modernity.

TK - HM11 x 3
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Wall Hung: LO - UDGL, TG22 + Extra Shelf, UDGL
Base Units: CH22, EH11, CH22, EH11, CH22 + BT88

Our display units come with or without
lighting to give you the look you want.
Ideal for collectors or for simply showing
off your glassware at its best.

Wall Hung: LO - CUTG with Lighting & Extra Shelf, UO33 & SR44
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Light Oak

Wall Hung Units: LO - UC33, UDGL with lighting
Base Units: LO - WSD33, WDH33, WXD33 and SCT with sides

The Art of Understatement

Whether you’re furnishing your dining room or living

One of our most popular finishes reminiscent of

space create that light and airy environment that

Scandinavian style. Go for something simple and
the design will speak for itself, showing off the true

enables you to relax and unwind.
Young in years or just young at heart. Light Oak is

beauty of natural oak.

the finish for you.

Base Units: LO - WCH33, DH33 x 2 + BT66, WCH33
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Cherry

Base Units: CH - HXDG33, CD33 x 2 + BT66, WCD33, TO33

Distinctly Beautiful
The warm hues of cherry are
gently alluring, finely toned
and ever so distinguished.
Mesmerised by its depth and
beauty cherry transforms any
house into a cosy home that
is at once relaxed and
welcoming.

Base Units: CH- CH22, XH44, CH22 + BT88
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Burgundy Oak

Base Units: BO - HMD22, HXDG33, HMD22, SCT, HX22 + HP22

Simply Sophisticated
With all the richness of
mahogany shades and the
distinctive character of oak,
the look is one of
sophistication, elegance and
refined luxury, with a modern
twist.
Equally at home in traditional
surroundings or in minimalist
apartment living.

BO - LT and SCT
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Base Units: BK - DC22 + BTG22 with White Glass (Special Order)
DH22, XHG44 with White Glass (Special Order)
DH22, BTG88 with White Glass (Special Order)
DC22 + BTG with White Glass (Special Order)
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Mono

Wall Hung Units: BK - SR44 x 2
Base Units: DH22, XHG44 with White Glass (Bespoke Order), DH22 + BTG88 with White Glass (Special Order)

Have We Got
Your Attention?
Tapley Mono combines our classic
design with cutting edge colours of
the season. Are you ready to unleash
your dark side? Then go for totally
black. Prefer something pure, clinical
then try our White.
Difficult to decide? Mix and match!

Tapley Additions
Why not add pure white or even jet black glass for the
exclusive look (Special Order). We offer three glass finishes:
1) Clear glass as standard, 2) Smoked Glass and 3) Opaque
Glass (Special Order). Contemporary, stylish and practical.
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Living Room

Base Units: LO - WDH33, WXH44, WDH33

More Space To
Live, More Room
to Relax!
The living room, the lounge, the
sitting room – call it what you will,
this is where Tapley 33 started
and where its versatility is at its
most necessary.
You can ask more from your living
spaces, with furniture that’s lets
you take control of the way you
use your home.

Wall Hung Units: BK - TG22, SR22 x 2
Base Units: BK- CD33, SD33 + BT66

Display the beautiful, hide the
practical, each has its own place
perhaps even side by side, its all
your choice. TV’s, Sound
Systems, DVD’s, CD’s, all blend
seamlessly into place with each
individual design layout.
Tapley 33 gives you this total
planning freedom, maximising the
use of space, on walls and floors.

TK - HM11, TAMS, HM11
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Wall Hung Units:
LO - VCDS x 2

Dining Room

Wall Hung Units: TK - UO33, TG33 with Lighting, UE33
Base Units: TK - WSD33, WCH33, WTD33

Wall Hung Units:
TK - TG33 with Lighting
and Extra Shelf,
LM33 with Lighting

Staying in is the new
Going Out!
Flatter your glassware in the superb
selection of display cabinets, which
have subtle lighting bathing your
precious items with a warm glow.
Glass-fronted cabinets are the
same depth as the shallow cabinets

Wall Hung Units:
LO - SR22, SR33, TG22
with Lighting and Extra Shelf

and shelves, so any of these items
can be placed adjacent to achieve
a consistent, continuous look.

Base Units:
ED11 with Door (Special Order),
TD22, ED11 with Door + BT44
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Bedroom

Wall Hung Unit: W - MR44
Base Units: W - DCX33, LBST A, HB54, LBST A.

Wake Up To a
Room With a View
Reclaim your personal space with the
unique versatility of Tapley 33
bedroom furniture, while retaining the
elegance you need in the most
relaxing room of the house.
Tapley 33 wardrobe units are the
most versatile way to make your
bedroom storage work to maximum
efficiency. Now available in three
widths and four overall height options
to maximise every inch of floor
space, they are supplied flatpacked
with easy to assemble instructions.
The dressing table shown here has
been custom built by combing units,
demonstrating the complete flexibility

Base Units:
LO - WM33, DH33, WM22, DL22, WDH22,
ED11 with Door (Special Order) + BT66
Wall Hung Units:
LO - UC22, SR44, MR22

of the whole Tapley 33 system.
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Office

Wall Hung Units: LO-UDGL
Base Units: LO - WDT33, CUBT, WDT33

Wall Hung Units: LO - VCDS x 2

Furniture That Fits in With Your Lifestyle
More than ever Tapley 33 has to be the
thinking person’s choice for offices.
Whether study or home office, whatever
space you designate, Tapley 33 can be
designed to meet storage requirements,
practicality of use and individual layout.
Base Units:
LO - WDB33
with VFLA x 2

Out of view but all to hand, it’s certainly
possible with our wide range of units,
corner panels, spacers and filing
options. Whatever your computing

Base Units: TK - WM22
with VFSM and extra
wooden shelves

preferences you will be able to create a
layout that suits
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Finishes

Teak

Light Oak

Cherry

Black

White

Warm Oak

Burgundy Oak

Finishes

Variations

Tapley 33 is available in Teak, Light Oak, Cherry, Burgundy Oak,
Black and White and Warm Oak. When ordering please remember
to state the finish required.

Design details, may of course be varied at any time either to improve
quality or as dictated by market conditions.
The Company policy is one of continous development, we therefore
reserve the right to alter specifications, etc, without notice.

Telephone: 08456 434 533

&

Fax: 08456 434 522

Email: sales@beaverandtapley.co.uk

www.beaverandtapley.co.uk

